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**Synopsis**

“The Stan” shares private thoughts, therapy sessions, journal entries, and memories of our family of four as father and son deploy to combat. A rare opportunity to experience deployment as we say goodbye, sacrifice for others, struggle inwardly, attempt to heal, and move on with life from differing, even opposing, perspectives. Observe unspoken emotions, hopes, and dreams common to military families.
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**Customer Reviews**

“The Stan” is an incredible account unveiling the sacrificial service both our soldiers and their families offered in the Global War on Terror. From the decisions leading up to voluntary service, to picking up the pieces of life after war, the author reveals the many real challenges plaguing America’s veteran community. “The Stan” holds nothing back — survivor’s guilt, crisis of faith, war’s negative effects families, veteran suicide, invisible wounds of war (PTSD and TBI), post-deployment career challenges - and offers powerful inspiration to those currently seeking hope in a (seemingly) hopeless situation.

The Stan manages to invoke every human emotion there is. Dan Talley’s ability to write with honesty and show humor at times when most people would scream or cry shows how much he actually does understands about the human mindset. Join Dale in his and his family’s struggles in their search to discover life after service to one’s country, a country that doesn’t yet understand what one’s expected of our soldiers. A must read for anyone dealing with personal struggles and looking for a way to find normal through tools learned by one of our nations
unspoken heroes.
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